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A special new edition of Michael Foreman's award-winning memoirs about his wartime
childhood.'I woke up when the bomb came through the roof. It came through at an angle,
overflew my bed by inches, bounced up over my mother's bed, hit the mirror, dropped into the
grate and exploded up the chimney.'The Second World War is an exciting time for a young boy
growing up in a small town in Suffolk – sometimes far too exciting! Life during wartime is vividly
brought to life in this personal story filled with childhood memories – from hiding in air-raid
shelters to playing in the bombed-out ruins and the arrival of American soldiers.War Boy is a
modern classic that combines a touching personal story with factual information and wonderful
illustrations, from the author of War Game, After the War Was Over, Farm Boy and Billy the Kid
and the illustrator of the upcoming Platinum Jubilee picture book There Once Is a Queen.

Book DescriptionThe acclaimed illustrated children’s picture book about World War IIAbout the
AuthorMichael Foreman's numerous books for children have earned him widespread recognition
as one of the world's leading illustrators. He has worked on a vast range of children's books, and
has collaborated with Terry Jones on all of his books for children. His own books have won
numerous awards, including the Kate Greenaway Award for War Boy and the Smarties Prize for
War Game. More recently he has illustrated The Knight and the Squire and The Lady and the
Squire, both by Terry Jones. He has also illustrated many classic stories including Peter Pan and
Wendy, The Wind in the Willows and Classic Fairy Tales all published by Pavilion Children's
Books.
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Air Raid--Pearl Harbor!: The Story of December 7, 1941 Candy Bomber: The Story of the Berlin
Airlift's "Chocolate Pilot" A Boy Named FDR: How Franklin D. Roosevelt Grew Up to Change
America War Game: Village Green to No-Man's-Land The Greatest Skating Race: A World War
II Story from the Netherlands



Muse of Time and Silence, “Lest we forget.... Brilliant book, wonderful art work. Touching and
really brings what it must have been like for a boy who really did go through that war.”

Rebecca Manring, “Five Stars. Wonderful book! Read as part of our history curriculum. Loved it!!”

Inspector Karamazov, “A Beautiful Book. Another fantastic picture book by an outstanding
author, War Boy chronicles the author's childhood during World War Two. The illustrations are
wonderful, and enhance the already beautiful textThis book is not one long story, instead is it a
series of several interesting anecdotes, some funny, some exciting, and some poignant. At some
points, I found myself smiling and at others welling up with tears.Foreman knows how to create
an image, not just with his pictures, but with his words. There were a few times in the book where
I found myself re-reading sentences because they were so beautiful.For all it's warmth and
heart, the book is not cloying or sentimental. Even if you think you are too old for picture books,
this one is worth a read.”

Rob Morris, “A Charming, Honest Story of England in the War Years. Too often we ignore the
genre of children's books when studying history. Much is the loss for us. In his book, 'War Boy:
A Country Childhood', British author and illustrator Michael Foreman tells about his early
childhood years in wartime England with lovely watercolor-and-ink paintings and a simple and
endearing text. Foreman and his mother and brothers live in the small fishing town of Pakefield,
on the English Channel. On this section of coast, the British have erected coastal defenses,
wired off the beaches, and encouraged all non-essential civlians to leave. Foreman's mother,
who runs a small shop in Pakefield, chooses to stay. As a result, Michael's very early years, from
maybe two or three to four or five, are lived virtually on the front of the British beachhead. Many
soldiers and sailors move into the village and surrounding area, and many of these men spend
time drinking tea and visiting in the Foreman's little store. They shower young Michael with the
attention they would lavish on their own distant children, teaching him how to act like a little
soldier. Michael's growing up is at once idyllic and harrowing, and the illustrations make this
point. The paintings of the rolling fields and blue skies of England are alive with color, but so are
the paintings of the Luftwaffe bombings. In these, the terrifying images take on a surreal
loveliness. Foreman also saved memorobilia from his war years, such as the cigarette cards he
collected that tell how to properly wear a gas mask, or how to make a bomb shelter, or the notice
warning civilians to leave the area. These add to the historical nature of the work. Foreman
recounts, mostly in the paintings, the warmth and love of the fighting men--Czechs and Scots,
Brits and Americans, who pass through his life in the war years. Many of them, he realizes,
would never see their own families again, but would simply disappear forever on some distant
battlefield. In fact, the interesting characters are what really give the book its heart and soul: the
little old lady who teaches at the school and wears bright socks under her bloomers; the hobo



who passes through and entertains the small boys, the old man with the club foot who buys
people's warts to make the warts disappear; a Cornish sailor named Pop, who takes him fishing,
and many others. With this fine book, Foreman is able to transport us back in time to this
strange, wonderful, yet deadly world. It is a fascinating look at war through the eyes of a young
boy. This is a truly remarkable book, suitable for children and adults. Even if you don't have
children, you should buy it for the magic of its paintings and characters.  I highly recommend it.”

M. Eness, “Really good graphic history lesson. For American kids also born in 1938 as was
Michael Foreman we only thought we suffered under the stress of War. This book, with its
beautiful illustrations,and graphic descriptions from a child's point of observation, is both
poignant and funny in its depiction of the war.”

P. Huxley, “Excellent reading for people of any age from 4 to 84. Mike Forman is just about the
same age as me and I knew him a bit whilst we were both teaching at the RCA so I really wanted
to test his memory against mine. I think it's a wonderful little book and I thoroughly recommend
it. The illustrations are brilliant and the information in this personal memoir hit just the right note
of honesty, frankness and fun to make it excellent reading for people of any age from 4 to 84.
Sadly I have no young boys in my family to give it to but I know just the right family with two boys
that I shall send it to.PH”

T, “Wonderful timeless story for all year 6 teachers !. I’ve used this story for years, whenever we
teach World War Two in Y6. Not only are there lots of beautiful illustrations , there’s also real
diagrams and posters which bring the story to life. Lots of historical facts means this text can be
used in both reading lessons and history lessons. My class particularly enjoyed writing air raid
warden reports following the blitz raid pages. A fantastic timeless text which every Year 6
classroom should own.”

Caroline, “Just lovely.. Funny and powerful. Innocent and sweet story of WW2 and its impact on
Lowestoft, Suffolk. Lovely illustrations too.”

Jessie2010, “Great book for everyone. I bought this book as a teacher as I wanted to use it as a
starting point for my topic work about World War 2 evacuees. Unfortunately it came too late, but
I loved all the information it gave and the beautiful illustrations (drawings and water colours)
which i did use as the basis of some art work with the children. Will definitely use it more next
time.  A lovely book as a present too.”

Claire, “Beautiful, moving and very funny!. I bought this book for my son who is studying WW2 at
school this term. It really appealed to him because it is the story of a boy his age. The
illustrations are beautiful and the little information panels are fascinating. I bought another copy
and gave it to my grandfather who was a boy in the war and he loved it too. Worth every penny -



a book to keep.”

The book by Michael Foreman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 91 people have provided feedback.
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